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Many of the most significant advances in accelerator science have been due to improvements in our
ability to manipulate beam phase-space. Despite steady progress in beam phase-space manipulation
over the last several decades, future accelerator applications continue to outpace the ability to
manipulate the phase-space. This situation is especially pronounced for longitudinal beam phase-
space manipulation, and is now getting increased attention. Herein, we report the first experimental
demonstration of the double emittance exchange (DEEX) concept, which allows for the control
of the longitudinal phase-space using relatively simple transverse manipulation techniques. The
DEEX beamline enables extensive longitudinal manipulation, including tunable bunch compression,
time–energy correlation control, and nonlinearity correction, in a remarkably flexible manner. The
demonstration of this new method opens the door for arbitrary longitudinal beam manipulations
capable of responding to the ever increasing demands of future accelerator applications.

Introduction.— The stunning success of the linear9

accelerator-based light source (i.e., X-ray free electron10

lasers) in the 2010s was driven by the development of11

bunch compression and high-brightness sources in the12

1990s and 2000s. Continued advances in phase-space ma-13

nipulation are needed to enable the next generation par-14

ticle accelerators. This is especially true for longitudinal15

beam phase-space manipulation, and it have therefore16

become an increasingly active area of research in modern17

electron accelerator facilities [1–5]. These methods pur-18

sues high-brightness, high-temporal-resolution, control-19

lable bandwidth, etc. It is also getting remarkable atten-20

tion in the field of future accelerators such as plasma or21

structure wakefield-based accelerators [6–12] due to the22

desire for efficient and sustainable acceleration. Whereas23

the beam manipulations in the transverse direction are24

routinely achieved using magnets, longitudinal beam ma-25

nipulations often requires specialized beamline configura-26

tions (e.g., magnetic bunch compressors [13]), and dedi-27

cated radio-frequency (rf) systems (e.g., harmonic rf cav-28

ities [14] and de-chirpers [15, 16]). The accelerator field29

would greatly benefit from a flexible and arbitrary longi-30

tudinal beam phase-space manipulation method, capable31

of responding to the demands of modern and future ac-32

celerator science.33

We present a new method of longitudinal beam ma-34

nipulation based on the novel emittance exchange (EEX)35

concept, which is a potential candidate for realizing flex-36

ible and arbitrary longitudinal manipulation. EEX itself37

is a well-known technique that was proposed for exchang-38

ing the longitudinal and horizontal phase-spaces [17–19].39

Previous applications have used a single EEX beamline40

for exploiting the mature methods of transverse manip-41

ulation to control the longitudinal phase-space [20–25].42

However, the single EEX scheme is known to have several43

limitations in practical scenarios [26–28] such as a large44

longitudinal emittance. This results in a large final hori-45

zontal emittance which limits horizontal focusing, bright-46

ness, and spatial resolution. To maintain low transverse47

emittance, the idea of adding a second EEX beamline, to48

exchange the phase spaces once again, was proposed by49

A. Zholents and M. Zolotorev [28]. In this method, the50

control of the longitudinal phase-space (LPS) is done af-51

ter first converting it to a transverse one (see Ref. [29] for52

further details). Although the method was proposed in53

2011, it has not been demonstrated due to concerns over54

certain limiting effects (e.g. terms higher than second or-55

der and collective effects) and the absence of a dedicated56

experimental facility. A program at Argonne National57

Laboratory has been aimed at realizing the concept over58

the last several years [26, 27, 30–32] for the purpose of59

demonstrating the new concept of flexible LPS manipu-60

lation.61

In this Letter, we report on the first experimental62

demonstration of flexible LPS control based on a double63

EEX (DEEX). This beamline provides three functions64

for longitudinal bunch manipulation: tunable bunch65

compression, time–energy correlation (i.e., longitudinal66

chirp) control, and third-order nonlinearity correction.67

This method opens the new door for arbitrary and flexi-68

ble LPS manipulation which can be used to substantially69

advance future the field of accelerator-based science.70

Experimental Setup.— To enable complete emittance71

exchange, we chose a beamline of two double dogleg-type72

EEX beamlines [33, 34] rather than the two chicane-type73

EEX beamlines, as was originally proposed [17, 28]. We74

designed the middle section (between the two EEX beam-75

lines) to (i) limit the transverse offsets converted from76

the timing jitter within the linear regimes of the exter-77

nal fields and (ii) use a nonlinear magnet to control the78
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FIG. 1. Experimental beamline configuration. The beamline is composed of a photoinjector, matching quadrupoles (Quad set
1), a DEEX beamline, and an LPS diagnostic section. The photoinjector includes an rf photocathode gun and four accelerating
cavities that accelerate the electron beam energy up to 44.5 MeV. The DEEX beamline consists of two EEX beamlines with a
middle section for transverse manipulations between them. The LPS diagnostic section follows the second EEX beamline, and
it is equipped with four quadrupole magnets (Quad set 3) for transverse focusing, a horizontal slit with a 100-µm opening, a
TDC, and a spectrometer. Green dots indicate reference positions 1, 2, 3, and 4 on the experimental beamline.

nonlinearity of the longitudinal time-energy correlation.79

A DEEX beamline was installed at the Argonne Wake-80

field Accelerator (AWA) facility [27, 35]. The experimen-81

tal beamline consists of a photoinjector, a DEEX beam-82

line, and an LPS measurement section; see Fig. 1. A83

300-fs-long laser pulse illuminated a photocathode, and84

100 pC and 700 pC electron bunches were generated for85

each demonstration. Even though the laser pulse length86

was 300 fs, the bunch length could be elongated at the87

beam emission and low-energy beam propagation due to88

space-charge forces. The following accelerating cavities89

accelerated the bunches to 44.5 MeV. These conditions90

meant that the space-charge forces in the beam, which91

can change the beam’s behavior, were negligible in the92

DEEX beamline.93

A first set of quadrupole magnets (Quad set 1 in Fig. 1)94

was used as the DEEX beamline matching quadrupoles.95

These were followed by a DEEX beamline that consisted96

of two EEX beamlines and a middle section between them97

for transverse manipulations. The first EEX beamline98

exposed the incident longitudinal beam phase-space as99

a horizontal one into a middle section. A total of five100

quadrupole magnets (Quad set 2) were located in the101

middle section for transverse manipulations. Here, the102

quadrupole magnet’s effective length was 0.11 m. Each103

EEX beamline consisted of four rectangular dipole mag-104

nets with a transverse deflecting cavity (TDC) between105

them. Each of the EEX beamlines had two identical106

dogleg sections, which bend the beam to the same de-107

gree but in opposite directions. The dogleg provided a108

bending angle of 20◦ and a dispersion of 0.69 m. The109

power level applied to the TDC was adjusted to satisfy110

the exchange condition. The required kick strength (κ)111

of the TDC was 1.44 m−1, and the rf power applied to112

the cavity was 2.46 MW. The total length of the DEEX113

beamline was 12.68 m. Further details can be obtained114

from Refs. [27, 35, 36].115

An LPS diagnostic section was located at the end of the116

beamline; it consisted of four quadrupoles (Quad set 3),117

a 100-µm-wide horizontal slit, a TDC, and a 20◦ bending118

spectrometer. The Quad set 3 was used to focus the beam119

transversely at a YAG measurement screen, and the slit120

was used to transmit a vertical slice of the beam. The121

TDC then streaked the beam vertically, and the spec-122

trometer bent it horizontally [37]. This projection-based123

measurement requires a multiplication factor to convert124

measured data to actual time and energy data.125

Experimental Results.— The final root mean square126

(rms) bunch length (measured at position 4 in Fig. 1)127

can be expressed in terms of the horizontal rms beam128

parameters at the entrance of the second EEX beamline129

(i.e., at position 3) as follows [25]:130

σ2
z,4 =

{

R51 +R52

(

sx,2 −
1

f5

)}2

σ2
x,3 +

R2
52ε

2
x,3

σ2
x,3

, (1)

where σx,3 and εx,3 denote the horizontal rms beam size131

and emittance after the last quadrupole in the middle132

section, respectively. The phase-space slope before the133

last quadrupole (i.e., at position 2) is given by sx,2 ≡134

σxx′,2/σ
2
x,2. Here, R51 and R52 are the (5,1) and (5,2)135

elements of the transfer matrix from position 3 to posi-136

tion 4, and f5 is the focal length of the last quadrupole.137

Note that a thin-quadrupole magnet was assumed in Eq.138

(1) for simplicity; however, all data analyses used a thick-139

quadrupole magnet (see Ref. [29] for further details). The140

equation indicates that the final bunch length is a func-141

tion of the strength of the last quadrupole magnet; thus,142

the compression is remarkably flexible. Moreover, con-143

trary to conventional magnetic bunch compressors, chirp144

control is not required for the compression of the bunch.145

Figure 2 summarizes the measurement and estimation146

results. The initial bunch length of 0.36± 0.02 mm (red147

dashed line) was compressed to the minimum final bunch148

length of 0.08±0.01 mm using the optimized quadrupole149

setting, which was identified using the transfer matrix of150

each EEX beamline and the measured beam conditions.151

We estimated the transfer matrices theoretically using152

the design parameters; for example, the matrix elements153

in Eq. (1) were R51=-0.337 and R52=-0.755 m. The154

beam conditions were measured using the quadrupole155
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FIG. 2. Tunable bunch compression by DEEX beamline. The
last quadrupole magnet in the middle section was scanned
during the experiment. The red dots (with associated er-
ror bars) represent the measured final bunch lengths (σz,4)
for each value of the quadrupole gradient (g5). The black
curve indicates the final bunch length, which is estimated us-
ing Eq. (1). Because the quadrupole scan results are used to
estimate εx,3 in Eq. (1), the black curve includes a finite error
range, which is displayed as the blue shaded area. The red
dashed line indicates the bunch length (σz,1) at the entrance
of the DEEX beamline (position 1).

scan method [38]. The measured beam parameters were156

σx,3 = 4.29 ± 0.13 mm, sx,2 = 1.128 ± 0.002 m−1, and157

εx,3 = 0.45 ± 0.11 µm. The last quadrupole’s gradient158

(g5) was varied from 1.91 to 2.33 T/m. We observed both159

bunch compression and lengthening in a scan of the last160

quadrupole magnet in the middle section. The measured161

values of σz,4 are consistent with the estimated values.162

The minimum bunch length that the DEEX beamline163

can generate is typically limited by two main factors. The164

first limiting factor is the initial longitudinal emittance,165

which becomes the horizontal emittance after the first166

EEX [εx,3 in Eq. (1)]. As shown in Eq. (1), the mini-167

mum final bunch length is
R52εx,3

σx,3

, which is determined168

by the emittance. In this experiment, the photoinjector169

provided a relatively large longitudinal emittance (0.45170

µm); therefore, the demonstrated compression was lim-171

ited to a factor of four.172

The second limiting factor is the thick-cavity effect. In173

an ideal EEX beamline, the thickness of the TDC is as-174

sumed to be zero. However, a realistic EEX beamline in-175

cludes the finite length of the TDC; therefore, the initial176

LPS contributes to the final LPS to some extent [18, 28].177

This phenomenon is known as the thick-cavity (or thick-178

lens) effect. The thick-cavity contributions increase the179

LPS and bunch length compared with the case of an ideal180

beamline [19]. Several methods were devised to mitigate181

or compensate the thick-cavity effect [18, 28, 39]. A com-182

monly used method involves the application of a longitu-183

dinal chirp through the rf cavities before the EEX. How-184

ever, in the case of a DEEX beamline, the thick-cavity185

effect at the second EEX can be minimized using Quad186

set 1 before the DEEX beamline. These quadrupoles187

generate an appropriate longitudinal chirp in the middle188

section via EEX without any rf chirp control. During the189

experiment, the Quad set 1 was adjusted to minimize the190

thick-cavity effect in the second EEX beamline.191

Flexible longitudinal chirp control is another unique192

function of a DEEX beamline that other existing meth-193

ods cannot provide. This allows to avoid the use of194

de-chirpers or off-crest acceleration downstream of the195

bunch compressor. The longitudinal chirp (C) after the196

DEEX beamline can be written as a function of the fi-197

nal bunch length at position 4 and horizontal slope at198

position 3 in Fig. 1 [40]:199

C =

(

R62

2R52

+
B

2A

)

+

(

R62

2R52

−
B

2A

)

√

1−
2AR52εx,3

σ2
z,4

,

(2)
where A = R51 + R52sx,3 and B = R61 + R62sx,3. This200

relationship assumes that the rms beam size at position201

3 satisfies the condition202

σ2
x,3 =

σ2
z,4 −

√

σ4
z,4 − 4A2R2

52ε
2
x,3

2A2
. (3)

Similar to the tunable bunch compression described in203

Eq. (1), the final longitudinal chirp is controlled by the204

horizontal slope at the end of the middle section, which205

can be easily adjusted by quadrupole magnets. Here, two206

or more quadrupole magnets may be required to control207

the slope while satisfying Eq. (3). Note that the chirp208

control range is wide, even in the strong-compression209

regime (A ≪ 1). The chirp in this case can be approxi-210

mated as211

C ≃
R62

R52

−
R52ε

2
x,3

σ4
z,4

A. (4)

However, when the bunch is fully compressed and reaches212

its minimum, the chirp becomes a fixed number R62

R52

, as213

expected from Liouville’s theorem.214

During the experiment, we used several different com-215

binations of the last two quadrupole magnets in the Quad216

set 2 so that the chirp was varied while the final bunch217

length remained constant. Figure 3 shows the measured218

LPS as well as the corresponding rms bunch length and219

longitudinal chirp. The LPS is given in terms of the220

longitudinal position (z) and relative energy deviation221

(δ). The quadrupole magnets in the middle section were222

initially set to generate the final beam distribution, as223

depicted in Fig. 3(a). Subsequently, we increased the224
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

FIG. 3. Longitudinal chirp control by DEEX beamline.
(a)–(e) show the measured longitudinal phase spaces with var-
ious combinations of the last two quadrupole magnets in the
middle section. (f) shows σz,4 and the final longitudinal chirps
corresponding to each case.

gradients of the last two quadrupoles. The combina-225

tions of the quadrupole magnet strengths were (0.93,226

0.94) T/m, (1.87, 0.06) T/m, (3.69, -2.94) T/m, (4.07, -227

3.45) T/m, and (3.69, -2.51) T/m. Each quadrupole com-228

bination corresponds to Figs. 3(a)–(e), respectively. The229

longitudinal chirp gradually increased from -2.70 m−1
230

to 6.83 m−1, whereas the rms bunch lengths were ap-231

proximately 0.33 mm. A slight variation in the bunch232

length originated from errors in the quadrupole magnet233

settings. The estimation of A for each case is as follows:234

-0.17, -0.20, -0.15, 1.00, and 0.56. According to Eq. (4),235

this range of A provides a chirp turning range of 9.8236

m−1, which is in reasonable agreement with the data in237

Fig. 3. There are some features of the over-compression238

in Fig. 3(f) (i.e, cases with the larger magnitude of chirp239

and smaller bunch length). However, the level of the240

over-compression in the DEEX beamline is much weaker241

than in the conventional bunch compressor.242

The multipole magnets impart an n-th order corre-243

lation to the transverse phase-space (e.g., ∆x′ ∝ xn).244

Thus, a series of multipole magnets would provide or245

eliminate any correlations that can be approximated by a246

polynomial series. This concept is adopted by the DEEX247

beamline to correct the nonlinearity in the initial LPS.248

Here, the first EEX beamline converts all longitudinal249

properties to horizontal ones. Multipole magnets in the250

middle section correct the nonlinear correlation. Then,251

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

FIG. 4. Third-order correction using an octupole magnet.
(a)–(e) show measured longitudinal phase spaces with differ-
ent octupole magnet strengths. The strengths of the octupole
magnet were (182, 0, -182, -364, -546) T/m3. Each value cor-
responds to (a)–(e), respectively. (f) shows the third-order
coefficient (a3) of the polynomial fitting and the final bunch
length (σz,4) for each of the displayed cases.

the second EEX beamline converts the linearized phase-252

space back to the LPS. The octupole is able to mitigate253

harmful double-horn features of the bunch, which appear254

after a strong compression, and often decrease accelera-255

tor performance and damages equipment, such as undu-256

lators [41]. We demonstrated the proof-of-principle of257

the nonlinear correction using a single octupole magnet258

in the DEEX beamline. From this demonstration, the259

suppression of double-horn features was also observed.260

The bunch charge was increased to 700 pC to261

strengthen the space-charge force at low energy; thus, the262

third-order correlation in the LPS became more evident.263

Additionally, the bunch compression was performed such264

that the higher-order correlations were more evident in265

the LPS, and they affected the current and energy dis-266

tributions. For the 700 pC charge, the initial rms bunch267

length at the DEEX beamline entrance was 0.67 ± 0.03268

mm. The DEEX beamline compressed the bunch length269

to 0.43 ± 0.02 mm, and the current distribution after270

the compression exhibited a double-horn feature, owing271

to folded structures that originated from a third-order272

correlation [see Fig. 4(b)].273

Figures 4(a)–(e) show single-shot measurement results274

of the LPS with different octupole magnet strengths. Fig-275

ure 4(f) shows the third-order coefficient (a3) from the276
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polynomial fitting of the measured LPS (see Ref. [42]277

for further details), and the corresponding rms bunch278

length. Here, a3 indicates the strength of the third-279

order correlation in the LPS distribution. An octupole280

strength of 182 T/m3 [Fig. 4(a)] provided a stronger281

third-order compression. Thus, the outer particles on282

the head and tail of the beam were pushed further in-283

side, and a3 decreased from -17.77 m to -45.43 m. Ow-284

ing to a strengthened third-order compression, the bunch285

was further compressed, whereas the double-horn feature286

became stronger compared with the octupole-off case in287

Fig. 4(b). When the polarity of the octupole-magnet field288

was flipped, the compression became weaker [Fig. 4(c)].289

When the octupole strength was -364 T/m3 [Fig. 4(d)],290

a3 became 2.43 m, which was the smallest magnitude291

among the presented cases. The phase-space distribution292

was almost linear in this case, and the double-horn fea-293

ture disappeared. When the magnitude of the octupole294

strength was increased further, the LPS distribution ex-295

hibited an S-shape [Fig. 4(e)] in the opposite direction296

to that in Fig. 4(b). The bunch was significantly length-297

ened, and a3 further increased.298

Outlook and Summary.— We demonstrated DEEX-299

based longitudinal manipulations, including chirp-less300

tunable compression, linear time-energy correlation con-301

trol, and nonlinearity control. More importantly, all302

these properties can be manipulated simultaneously by a303

single beamline. These manipulations can enable the op-304

timization of the entire beam’s longitudinal properties for305

a specific application, which may significantly enhance306

the performance of present accelerators or enable new fu-307

ture accelerators. The DEEX beamline would generate308

atto-second bunches [21] and impart a large longitudi-309

nal chirp for broadband radiation generation [43]. Or, it310

could be applied to other novel radiation schemes, such311

as fresh-slice injection [44] and two-color radiation [45].312

The recent study of implementing the DEEX beamline to313

XFEL-Oscillator (XFELO) is another good example sup-314

porting the strength of the DEEX method. In Ref. [46],315

the DEEX beamline was implemented in LCLS-II [47],316

and it was numerically demonstrated that a bunch com-317

pression down to ∼ 0.1 ps and an energy spread of318

∼ 0.001% were feasible, which satisfies XFELO’s strin-319

gent energy-spread requirements for monochromatic ra-320

diations [48, 49].321

Because EEX is a developing method of beam manip-322

ulation, it introduces various hurdles to overcome such323

as timing and energy jitter, collective effects, etc. While324

the challenges particular to our work were overcome, it325

will be necessary to overcome different challenges for dif-326

ferent applications. Despite these future challenges, the327

results reported here show the potential of the DEEX328

beamline as a method for achieving arbitrary longitudi-329

nal beam manipulations. Further study and development330

of the DEEX method may reveal a new and powerful way331

for accelerator scientists to respond to ever challenging332

demands of modern and future accelerator sciences.333
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